Outlet Gate ID Form

Please fill out as many dimensions as possible and return to ATP for identification. We look forward to identifying your needs!

CAR RUNNING MARK(s): __________________________________________
CAR BUILDER: ___________________________ YEAR BUILT: ____________
GATE CONSTRUCTION (CIRCLE ONE): ALUMINUM / STEEL / STAINLESS STEEL
GATE TYPE (CIRCLE ONE): GRAVITY / GRAVITY PNEUMATIC
GATE SERVICE (GRAIN, SUGAR, SAND, FRAC SAND, CEMENT, ETC.): __________________________
GATE INSTALLATION TYPE (CIRCLE ONE): WELD ON / DIRECT BOLT ON / FLANGED BOLT ON

A = WELD ON FLANGE LENGTH (PARALLEL TO TRACKS): ________________
    A1 = SIDE HOPPER ANGLE: __________________________

B = WELD ON FLANGE WIDTH (ACROSS TRACKS): __________________________
    B1 = FRONT HOPPER ANGLE: __________________________

C = OVERALL GATE HEIGHT: _________________________________________

D = CENTER TO CENTER, HOLE DIM ON CORNER HOLES (PARALLEL TO TRACKS): ________________

E = CENTER TO CENTER, HOLE DIM ON CORNER HOLES (ACROSS TRACKS): ______________________

F = NUMBER OF BOLTING Holes: ________________________________________
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